FUJITSU Image Scanner fi-6750S

Simplex scanning for the cost conscious user

shaping tomorrow with you
fi-6750S Features

• 72 ppm Scanning
The fi-6750S’s ability to continuously scan up to 200 sheet of different weights, quality and sizes at 72 ppm (64, landscape, 200 dpi) enables it to efficiently digitize large volumes of paper documents. On top of this, the fi-6750S is able to scan paper that is up to 3 m long, which enables it to digitize electrocardiograms, instrumental data readings and other long documents.

• Scanning speeds may vary due to the system environment used.

• Intelligent multifunction
The intelligent multifunction simplifies pre-scanning preparation and improves efficiency by ignoring documents that tend to trigger false multifeed alerts, such as photo and sticky note attached documents.

• Trapezoid-shaped and tab attached document cropping / punch hole removal functionality
In addition to being loaded with a function that ensures that trapezoid-shaped documents as well as index tab and sticky note attached documents are scanned in their entirety, the fi-6750S supports a function that removes the circular and angular punch hole representations that are created from scanning loose-leaf sheets, coupon service forms and other similar documents.

• Centralized management of multiple scanners
The bundled "Scanner Central Admin" application allows you to manage multiple scanners together. For example, you can update the scanner settings and drivers, as well as monitor the operating status of each scanner.

• Ergonomic ADF
• ADF positioning: 2 selectable positions (Center, Left)
• ADF direction: Selectable for left or right handed people when ADF is centrally positioned.

• Advanced ADF
• ADF Paper Path G2
• ADF Detection: Reduced Weight

• Multifeed detection
• Ultrasonic multifeed detection sensor

• Paper weight (Thickness)

• System requirements (recommended)

• Power requirements

• Included software / drivers

• Environment compliance

• Trademarks

Visit the fi Series web site for ordering and purchasing information

http://imagescanner.fujitsu.com/

Specifications are subject to change without notice.
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